TOKYO COLLEGE

共有考える。未来のかたち  Shaping a Shared Future Together

Digital Revolution: Data-led Prosperity in the 21st Century

The special lecture will be presented by the Chairman of the Tata Group, one of India’s foremost business leaders. It will highlight learnings from its heritage that made it successful for over 150 years. It will also outline a vision for thriving in the future, adapting to the challenges of AI, jobs and data security, including India and Japan collaboration.

2022. 12. 10 [Sat.]
10:00 am - 11:00 am
(9:30 am Doors Open)

N. Chandrasekaran (Chandra)
Chairman, Tata Sons Private Limited

N. Chandrasekaran (Chandra) is the Chairman of Tata Sons, the holding company and promoter of Tata group companies. The Tata group is a global enterprise headquartered in India, with over 935,000 employees, and revenues of US$125 billion.

Venue
Yasuda Auditorium, The University of Tokyo (Hongo Campus) / Zoom Webinar

Language
English with Japanese simultaneous translation

Contact
tokyo.college.event@tc.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Pre-registration required
Register now